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This clear and up-to-date introduction to Administrative Law, written specifically for the paralegal, is

a straightforward text that explains how administrative agencies are created, how they are

structured, and how they function. Classroom tested through three editions, Basic Administrative

Law for Paralegals, Fourth Edition, offers not only a grounding in the basics of Administrative Law

but practical advice for employment opportunities for paralegals in the field.   Among the features

that make this text such a reliable resource:    thorough topical coverageâ€”from how administrative

agencies are created to agency discretion, rules and regulations, clientsâ€™ rights, investigations,

informal and formal proceedings, and judicial review   numerous visual aids and learning

toolsâ€”such as charts and figures, examples, chapter summaries, key terms, and review questions  

end-of-chapter exercises and resourcesâ€”including crossword puzzles, fill-in-the-blank exercises,

and lists of useful websites   an electronic workbook on CD bound into the bookâ€”providing ample

opportunity for practice   a chapter dedicated to paralegal skills and careersâ€”delving into career

opportunities for paralegals in both the private and public sectors    New to the Fourth Edition:    the

electronic workbook has been thoroughly updated and offers research exercises and guidance for

accessing laws, rules, and agencies online   the â€œParalegal Practiceâ€• boxes contain new topics,

including retirement and immigration law   updated forms    This current, affordable text, directed

exclusively at the paralegal, is an excellent choice for teaching your students the fundamentals of

Administrative Law as well as providing them with a realistic, practical look at career opportunities.
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I got this book quickly and at a great price. This is a wonderful guide for people studying

administrative law. Good glossary and index in the back as well. I refer to this book constantly as I'm

completing my study guides, quizzes, open tests, and homework.

Easy to read, great general info, and extra exercises for content application. I particularly appreciate

the relevant statutes, regulations, and case law to drive home content.

This book is very informative, however, there are a ton of typos and actual mistakes [of law] in this

book.

The book was in great condition and was used a lot during the lectures. I found it easy to

read.Ramona R. Williams

Great! Right price & immediate delivery of an excellent book!
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